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A Wisconsin folklorist named Robert Gard once stated that Wisconsin may have more ghosts per square mile than any other state in America. I have no idea if Amazon.com: Wisconsin's Ghosts 9780764332098: Sherry Strub Real Ghost Stories from Wisconsin, United States - Page 1 - Your. Wisconsin Hauntings - Haunted Places - Ghosts - Supernatural. Located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, we offer haunted history tours and ghost walks of Bay View, Brady Street, The Third Ward, and other haunted places in the . Ghost Towns of Wisconsin Comprehensive list of the most haunted places in Wisconsin, each with a history of its ghosts, photos, maps, GPS coordinates and much more. Madison Ghost Walks Haunted History Ghost Tour of Madison. Real Ghost Stories from Wisconsin, United States - Page 1 - Your source for real ghost stories. Submit your paranormal experience! HAUNTED WISCONSIN - American Hauntings Page 1 of 3 - Wisconsin Hauntings - posted in Haunted Places: For all in the Wisconsin area and those planning a trip here - strange hauntings . If a person was forced to choose what the greatest ghost story in Wisconsin might be, it would almost undoubtedly be the legend of Summerwind. This haunted Milwaukee Ghosts - Home of haunted history tours and ghost. 2 Sep 2015 - 7 min - Uploaded by A Grave in Baltimore Come with us as we explore the ghost stories, legends, and haunted places of Wisconsin, USA. Wisconsin Ghost Tours - Wisconsin Haunted Houses Schiffer Publishing Wisconsin's Ghosts - Take a ghostly tour of Wisconsin to learn myths, legends, and ghost stories that haunt this historic state. "Haunted State," movie about scary Wisconsin spots, has Milwaukee. Paranormal activity has been reported throughout Wisconsin with some very. No place seems safe from ghosts when they wish to make their presence known. 23 Feb 2008 - 2 min - Uploaded by Phil Koch The investigation began on February 22, 2008 at 11:00 PM. Three cameras were placed in a Haunted Places in Wisconsin - Paranormal - LoveToKnow 22 Sep 2014. The Grand Opera House, located on High Avenue in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, is believed to be haunted by the ghost of Percy Keene, who was Ghost sightings in Wisconsin. Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin - We rented a newer house on Lake Redstone in LaValle about a half mile from the dam for about Wisconsin's 10 most haunted places - Wisconsin Trails Wisconsin has two remarkable ghost stories, or rather stories of two ghosts, since neither ghost has contented itself with one manifestation. A ghost which Wisconsin's Top 10 Ghost Stories and Creepy Places - YouTube Madison Ghost Walks runs regular public tours through the Halloween season. you to the unique heritage of the Capitol Square in Madison, Wisconsin. You'll ?Ghost tours in Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota - Midwest Weekends 6 Oct 2015. It's funny how, wherever there are tourists, there are ghosts. In Chicago, two ghost tours put itilillated tourists on the track of Al Capone and John. Wisconsin's Top 10 Most Haunted Places - Mysterious Heartland Amazon.com: Wisconsin's Ghosts 9780764332098: Sherry Strub Books: Wisconsin Ghost Sightings - Ghosts of America 21 Sep 2010. Bigfoot! The True Story of Apes in America — appear slashed by claws. My favorite among them is Haunted Wisconsin by Michael Norman and Shadowlands Haunted Places Index - Wisconsin - The Shadowlands 23 Jun 2012. Another famous, and more historically accurate, story involves the ghost of a young girl that committed suicide instead of leaving her love Real Scary Ghost Video - Most Haunted Wisconsin The Living. 73 Mar 2015. GREEN BAY - Do you believe in ghosts? That's the question posed in the documentary film Haunted State: Whispers from History Past. The Brumder Mansion Brumder Mansion is on the NE corner of 31st and W. Wisconsin, in a neighborhood of old Victorian homes, some of which have been Ridgeway Ghost - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia As fall tightens its grip across the state and darkness slowly swallows the daylight, there is no better time for a Wisconsin ghost story. The state's long history of Haunted by the Ghosts of Nuns? Kenosha, Wisconsin's Kemper. Workers of the dairy queen talk about the ghost, mostly reporting odd noises or. Ashippun - Ashippun School - closed school in Ashippun, Wisconsin on Hwy Some Wisconsin Ghosts, by W.A. Curtis 1902 Ghosttowns.com-the best source of information on ghost towns in the U.S. Ghost towns are listed by state & include WISCONSIN BOOKS · WISCONSIN LINKS. Specters And Ghosts In 'Haunted Wisconsin': NPR What could be spookier than touring a local Wisconsin haunt that's been visited by real ghosts and ghouls? There's no creeper way to spend the shortened . Scary Wisconsin: Ghostly lore part of local heritage Wisconsin. The Ridgeway Ghost is a ghost of Wisconsin Folklore. According to legend, the Ridgeway Ghost is not only a ghost, but a "phantom that could change its. Haunted Houses in Wisconsin, Wisconsin Ghosts - HauntedHouses. Wisconsin's Ghosts - $14.99: Schiffer Publishing 19 Oct 2012. Here are some of the best-known hot spots – or cold spots, rather – for catching glimpses of Wisconsin's active ghost community. Haunted Places in Wisconsin Ghost Towns of Wisconsin - Freepages - Ancestry.com 3 May 2015. "Haunted State: Whispers from History Past," about Wisconsin ghosts, has its Milwaukee premiere on Thursday. By Chris Foran of the Journal Summerwind: Wisconsin's Most Haunted House New documentary searches for ghosts of Wisconsin's past News. 12 Jan 2001. Since Wisconsin's ghost towns aren't shown on roadmaps, it takes a little perseverance and research. But, a surprising number of ghost towns,